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PURE VOMIT ■ Dec 21P 1968 Atlanta Perpetrated for SFPA and other 
siqk minds by Glen Broek® Ned Brooks, and Joe Celko, Relax,It’s 
a oneshot!

SFPAOE => Credit for this is to go to Broek® except for the pages for 
which Brooks requests credit - ice,® it is Broek”s zine,, and he gets 
credit (and otherwise*oo) for Celko’s stuff*

HOW IT HAPPENED*,„

Can’t really be explained, unless you too had eaten some of Joe’s 
Sherry Chicken a la Ozone (the stove shotted out). But anyway® I 
(Ned) am down in Atlanta where my parents live® for Xmas® as usual, 
I brought the Dee (#30) mailing to show Glen and he is joining® so 
we decided to combine a previously planned oneshot with his fiest 
zine for the apa. And I will request credit for my stuff in here® 
I may need it,

Y ou will all know Glen soon enough® he’s the only
active fan in Atlanta,** I will not try to explain Joe® who is 
in the corner doing something weird and perverty with his typer, 
I will say that h© is the ony® uh® only Nasi anarchist devi 1-wor
shiper that I know,,, He looks vaguely like Nosferatu® only not 
so cute. You will know what Glen looks like® he has a self-portrait 
in her©;, somewhere. Under a farmers arm® I think.,.

We may go see
CANDTYlater,,* It had just some on when I left NN® so that I«ll 
have to see it here. Lots of films on I want to see® actually. 
Besides the effable CANDY® there’s ICE STATION ZEBRA, YELLOW SUB
MARINE® THE LION IN WINTER® and CHITTY CH ITTY BANG BANG, An embar^ 
assment of riches - usually when I come down to Atlanta® there’s noth

o

I think I will start MCs on the 30th mailing here -

IN GENERAL,*, Ghood Ghu® what a pale thin shadow of the old SFPA’ 
I hope Glen will provide some new bood, Also some new blood,,*

THE SOUTHERNER - SFPAOE, It would be nice to have the OE back in 
the south.,, I think Norwood would be great. And Broek has a power- 
mad gleam in his eye. But don’t lock at me® I’ve got more than I 
can keep up with now,

CRYPT OF ENNUI - Stevens, I will send you a copy of the Goon Shows 
if you have a taper, I certainly do think you should get credit for 
being on a ship that spent 10 years in Norfolk.,*

WALPURGIS - Couch, My g^xess is that ws will see little difference 
when Tricky Dick gets in, I think ha will follow the path of least 
resistance® which is to continue Johnson’s policies.

I would say that

• «»•*

the LAUGH-IN is more human than the old Kovac show, Kovac was the 
only one on his show who had any personality, BULLWINKLE was apparently 
written as a vehicle for puns® though there was some social commentary ,

SUCH AND SUCH - Luttrell, Alright - JOHN WESLEY HARDIN is dull,., 

MEL - Atkins, The conversation in the bar is incredible.,. I felt



CUYLER WARNELL BROOKS, JR. 
V 713 Paul Street

Newport News, Va. 23605 

mar 28iji 1969
Dear Lynn,

Thanks for the TROAT - especially liked that cartoon 
on the last page.

That 15 a lot of paper... I have a closet full 
of stuff that Phil Harrell gave me. But too many fans have 
threatened to kill me if I send them zines dittoes on green 
paper... A lot of it is 8x10 too.

It certainly was inconsiderate 
of Eisenhower to die on a Friday - he pre-empted STAR TREK. The 
networks must have had those specials ready for some time, I 
know they couldn’t have put them together in the few hours 
notice they had.

name ?
Hey, why did you mispell mayor Daley’s (ptoee!)

I will be looking forward to BADmOUTH, it sounds good, 
maybe if I get mad enough about some outstanding current 
stupitidy I will send you something.

Inclosed is the largest 60 
stamp I have. Actually, I don’t remember ever seeing any larger 
U5 stamps. I have the 3-D stamp from Bhutan that is about twice 
the size of our commemoratives. I don't collect stamps, I got 
this one from an Argentine fan as a curiosity.

Also inclosed 
is a oneshot I did with a couple of Atlanta fen over Xmas - 
you should get some of Brock's artwork.

I'm hard at work on
CB#10. The series index got so large I had to get help typing 
it. Hope to have it out soon.



that this oneshot was maybe over-sex-oriented, but now I am reassuredo

THE SPHERE - Marksteine Welcome to SFPM Why did you print two oi 
your poems under the name Travis? Where is my Comics Column for the 
CB?
UTGARD - Huian. I got bogged down in THE SERPENTj, but I hope to get 
back to it0 My suspension of disbelief collapsed in the scene between
Cija end her mothero
HINDIWALA - LERNER® Glad to see you got ino No, it is not true that 
Peake went mad between the second and thiro. vo1s«Oj ths Goi’menghast 
trilogy ho did nob go mad at all. He contracted encephalitis in 
1958„ and died of it on Dee 18 ofthis year® He was bedridden and 
unable to work for the ten years in between,, He just finished the 
rough draft of TITUS ALONE before he became unable to work, and ths 
published version was, I am toldc badly butchered, A British Peak® 
fan named Langdon Jonos hopes to get a revised edition published.

COATHANGERS Norwood® I agree that the Smothers brothers are better 
than Rowan and Maftin®®® However, I like ROWAN & MARTIN better than 
THE SMOTHERS BROTHERS, if you see what I meano»o The Smothers show 
with Donovan and Jennifer Warren was fabulous, but they have had some 
pretty dull ones, while the LAUGH-IN has bean uniformly hilarious®^ 

Quite agree with you about the Bill of Rights, But I find nothing 
unpatriotic in Pettit”s remarks,. How can you say he has had no oppor
tunity to experience the virtues of America? He lived here most cu 
his life”

*

AND DEPARTING, LEAVE BEHIND US3 TOOTHPRINTS IN THE HANDS OF TIME

Beroaldus Cosmopolite.
(credit for SFPA to Brooks)

The distant stars are calling
And the coolBof the outer dark
My heart has gone, and I must follow soon
To where the mist is rising that is cool and grey and bright 
The mist is brighter than a thousand sunsooo

Th© review of OUTER DARK by Cormac McCarthy in the recent LIFE 
made me want to get it® It is not fantasy, but neither is TITUS 
GROAN® except in moodo That is, neither has any supernatural element. 
The average non-fan (that thinks about such things) complians that 
fantasy is futile because it does not relate to reality o That, how
ever, is precisely its valueo It does not relate to our reality in 
anv general way,, and thus is free to isolate the important elements in 
reality and examine them independently® A. good e

some significant aspect of reality, or it would hold no in-eiesb for ”yonef pt“doxlo?lly, one of tte greatest fantasies relates to 
almost all aspects of our reality^ and yet x’emalns pure Csma.3

. „„friTP'o Tn 11 could he argued that the Bead Gamemean MAGISTER u.>DIo In xaccp - TniTRWFV TO THE E1AST 'false by Hess®) in MAGISTER LUDI and the League in JOURNEY Tv 1HE tai- .) 
are both descriptions of aspects 01 fandom,

I would like to know from 
some of our more scientifically advanced members whether there has been 



any attempt to explain physical phenomena on the basis that physical 
objects are continuous in the temporal dimension., A penny
now will not conduct electricity to the penny then, but what about 
other fluxes?

Brock* Brooks* and Celko went to see the film GANDY in the 
middle of the one-shot* and came back decided to promote it for the 
drama Hugo, It looks like it will be a hard fight between 2001* BAR- 
BARELLA, and CANDY., with PLANET OF THE APES and maybe ICE STWON ZEBRA 
in there too.. And CHITTY CHITTY BANG BANG?

It is a pity that Celko is 
not a true fan, The apartment that he and Brock share is a perfect 
slanshaekeoo Two typers* a mimeo* a drum letter press* rare books and 
sf pulps on shelves* primitive furniture,.o There will’be an Atlanta 
fandom again yet.

There is a movement afoot for Atlanta and New Orleans 
(easily the strongest club in the south) to join with the Texas and 
Knoxville fen and the Norfolk areas group in a loose confederation, 
Irvin Koch has proposed a complicated constitution* but a more infor
mal arrangement is more likely. Organization is to take place at the 
DSC in Knoxville, An irregular zine to and from all Southern fan 
groups has been proposed.

Atlanta is a good town for books„ There is a 
Mr Bradley in Decatur, the Hilan Bookstore on Ponce-deLeon;) Battlers 
place on Peachtree* Kimsey’s jam-packed office if you can find him in, 
and Cantrell’s down in East Point where Brock works.

Celko tells me that 
there are ’’agnewisms” -

’’America is the greatest nation in this country,"
"Some of rabb my best friends are dagoes and wops,”
Incredible - matched ohly by Lester Maddox’s recent statement that he 
wanted to improve the prison system* but first he would ’’have to get 
in a better class of prisoner”’

&

*

Brooks her® again,., It’s past Ham and we are all a bit run down. 
There may be additions to this if the Jerrys come out of hibernation 
or the Hank comes over as he threatened to. If I could just finish 
this page I would go home and go to bed... Brock is so sleepy that 
he looked at the latest SHAGGY and claimed to be unimpressed, Joe 
showed me JODELLE.,. I was not too impressed... It is too late - 
or too early-to be impressed.

The rest of this page will be a Brock



THS BROCKEN WORD

By the time you read this you will undoubtedly believe that 
I am a s-sx pervert, a hippy of sorts, a raving social reformer, etc. 
but I°m not...... It’s my mad Czechoslovak womate, Celko. (pronounced

* Sell ko ((what in hell is a ko?)) The real reason for the ungodly name 
i of VOMIT is because of the nauseating jokes he has cracked since I

unwittedly became his associate in libelous scandie. Right now he is 
polluting the clean (?) mind of Ned Brooks with a discussion of various 
auto erotic mechanisms. But Ned will not allow such filth to defile bis 
mindl... but for a staunch crusader of moral code he seems to be a 
damned attentave listener. Actually I am the only prude of the bunceh. 
(bunceh) ? (damn it, bunchy) Piers Anthony once said so himself when 
I gave CHTHON a semi bad review in mv more serious zine NEUTRON. All 
I do is sell porno, I don’t write it, or draw it, or even practice all 
of it, I do take -pride in being the cofounder of THE ATLANTA SCIENCE 
FANTASY ORGANIZATION (a local Opium Ren of science fiction fans, comic 
fans, movie fans, fan fans, sexy fans, etc.) To quote a notable friende 
of mine who was almost shot deed at one of these fanish meetings by BnoMhe 
notable fan: r’hat is a fan who has given un collecting to study 

electronics?
An electric fan.

a People today are never satisfied. A friend of mine said he used to 
reed all the ruin magazines when he was a teenager, (he never was 
a fan) ACTUALLY IT RIP NOT REAR THEM, HE MASTURBATED EI TH THEM, 
Alas, Virgil Finley strikes again. But today nothing is left to the 
imagination. One notable piede of porno that passed through my hands 
recently was a mag called BONNIE. This nudie stretched things a might 
far for my tastes. I ”11 wait until biology to study guts an3 siuff 
thankyou.

Our good friends down on Simpson Street (PENDULUM PRESS to all 
of you non literates) is doing a good job with the local porno, some 
of it written by southern fans I would beleive. Of course, our own 
GREAT SPECKLED BIRR, an underground newpaper (I say newpaper instead of 
newspaper because it does not present news) does a good job on the porno 
itself. This doesn’t bother me. r'hat does is the way Robert Silver-

" Barg treats homosexuals in his latest novel THE MASKS OF TUT. I do 
not beleive that sex in science fiction is absolutely neccesssry for 
the story to be enjoyable. It has lasted forty years without sex and 
apnesra to be suite healthy without it. After all, with the cities in 
the U. S. being so wi e onen (not a pu^.) one does not hav^ to rend s.f.



for swxual gratification like our good fMend of the tired thirties* 
I do belette that if Robert E. Howard, had described Conan’s sex life 
in as much detail as sone porno waiters describe King Kong’s (for you 
bibliographers this would be under the heading of bea^tility.) one 
would not be as interested in the sworded Cimmeriani!s epic adventureso 
The new wave bears a tide of garbage* They W as well drop this 
sexy hangup because I’ve read all of that kind of literature already at 
the shop. Ned just mumbled something about comments and how a good 
fan should cake them so, with a heavy...aghhhh, heart, I will now depart, 
plating all the blame on my med roomate Celko.,...

Glen T. Brock



gotta eon ent gotta cowent gotta cowent goota comment? gotta comment etc

doth’nt it? SPPA that uninteresting?
I can see it now! This was all a devilish

i or* GREAT V’OR^S 0? EISDOTJ BY HIS MGESTY, EL PHESEDENTI, GTBe

| THE SPHERE? I get the distinct impression that Markstein is annoyed 
at the National Pentasy Pan Pedemtion. I’m sympathetic with Don, bat 
I realty don’t see anything radically wrong with the N3P. ^on has 
a good description of himself and his description of the Vorld Con 
is mildly interesting. Good friend, Ken Hafer draws a good likeness 

of Harkstein too. ^hy so 

UTGARD 18: Time doth fly 
THE NEWPORT HEWS 6: Aha’
conspiracy to pet ne to join STM! Bed of Newport News strikes again.

”EL! 'Intercourse in Dallas' really is incredible. By the by, who won? 
SOOITOR OR LATER: Lost for words? Really I beleive that must be an 
overatsteaent, justified only by the brevity of your Issue, which, has 
no bearing on your vocabulary, and can be corrected by deep concentration, 
by which the frontal lobe vibrates nentel patterns sccror.r. the ether 
(in a similar way to scum drifting across a stagnant pond) and a better 
choice of pUiming and the realisation that poetic genius does not come 
by insplrental neons alone but by calculated and coordinated planning, end 
development. Do not despair, I, too, am sometimes apt to bo sneachless. 

(thank god)

THAT’S ALL POLKS .............1................ .L..... .L



*
r
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instant replay.

HE TAKES THIS MAGAZINE

THE \

MAN,
AUD FILLS IT FULL OF ARTICLES 
BY J. PAUL GETTY, RICHARD AR*

THIS HEFNER GUY 
KNOWS HOW TO PULL 
OOL OVER YOUR EYES

Of ^T) ANY GOOP SEX BOOKS 
LATELY?

TELEVISION IS 
FAST BE COUI NG 
A REPLACEMENT

WHAT’S GOING to happen

TO OUR CULTURE? 
DON’T REAL SOON

FOR THE PRINTED^ 
"’ORD. CHILDREN 
TODAY SPEND MORE 
TINE THAN EVER 
BEFORE; UNDER THE 
IDIOT BOX

WHEN
THEY

CAN’T READ’
LITERACY IS WORSE THAN 
ILLITE RA 0Y. UHA T? HOW 
CAN I NAKH THAT JUDEEMENT?
I’M LITERATE’

HOU I

THE HELL
CAN’T IJE PITCH
ALL THOSE /AR
TICLES AND PUT 

MORE SEX INTO IT?

r-jjy
HE SURE KNOWS ITOE TO CHEAtR^, KURT VONTGUT. JR. AND n b y Q y xh
YOU OUT OF 750 ULES FIEFFER. HE THEN HAS

//INTERVIEWS WITH GUYS LIO
'^STANLEY KUBRICK, BUT HE CALLS k'“"“

PUTS OU THE
A/upe P«Nup^ OrJTke



Sex laws and perversions^

or " Would you Like a little bqg of girl„ 
Candy?" said the ^ec&oohile.

While driving thru the school crosswalk by my old high school several 
days ago, ! started to notice the teenyboppers. lfm feeling like a dirty-
old man at twenty-one gears of age. Here are a bunch of 12 to 13 year old 
girls with pre-frontal development that amazes me-^to th# point the point 
Hm thinking about asking for some annual leave and waiting after school 

for them.
j wonder if it is a fetish to use a leather bag of candy to seduce a 

child? The problem is that when I get near my Lolitas, ! know that they’ll 
want at least $20.00 a lay for their services. ugh!! what ever became of 
the kid that would scream and yell, alot, and tell you £0 keep your hands 
off her lit le body? The state of Georgia finally wised up to things a few 
years late and pushed the age of consent down to 12 years1. This means that 
if you get any youn thing between 12 and sixteen now, you're guilty of 
rape and not child molesting. Guess what the penalty is for rape?

This change in sex laws,even in Georgia, does give some hope of a 
more modern set of laws comeing to pass in the near future. The problem 
is that these laws, as with most laws today, are pre^industriaI left-overs 
that bear to the mordern scene with no more meaning than a limp pickle. 
We can clearly see the laws concerning horses on our books, or wi tchcruf t s 
or union regulations f-r coal workers in electric plants and trains. 
sex laws we now have were written for the people without the aid of a 

century techno logy.

To cover the new wave in sex perversion by laws, we must first define the 
crimes. That will be the purpose of this article *

First, leather. This is a good sadist device used for centuries, 
generally,"but not nnccesarily, in connection with whips and chains, etc. 
As of late, the leather dress craze reflects this. nith biots, even^-Wow}f 
‘he supply of leather is limited and will decrease as the population of 
the world increases and artifacts of plastic begin to take over, For ex~ 
ample, the leather dresses already have vinyl imataiions on the market 
to compete with them.

why not a corf am fetish?
As a modern perversion, look at the rubber wearers whose goods are 

advertised in the b ck of Esquire Magazine3. This is clearly something 
that the M. de Sade could not have thought up. It is also one of the more 
sensible perversions; an eye doctor, not a head doctor knows why you do 
not find a girl in a skin tight clear rubber suit attractive.

Next consider the available plastic privates you can get thru the 
mail. They can be filled with warm water ( or with coid waiter, if you 
Like to to fuck corpses), worked by hand with a bulb or by motor. They 
can be painted different colors, built in different sizes, shapes, etc. 
A quick scrub with Chlorox, and you w-of t get plastic crabs.

Among the many ideas which come to mind with these deivic&s is putting 
the plastic penis and the polymer vagina together on a table top and watching 

them do it.
I wonder,too, if homosexuals would buy these devices for their 

own use? Since we've inserted plastic hearts into humans, why not an 
eletric set of private for those persons whose organs have failed them— 
a simple push button in the belly button and we're ready to go.



When the more abstract designs would take some time to bs popular, 
but then what is wrong with taking a square root anyway? Better things 
for better living thru chemistry!! Or; this is t&tal eletric living, 
or ; you can be sure if it is Westingh use seem to be slogans that would 
advertise the 2134 AD Funbeam screwmaster^as well s they advertise their 
present household devices.

Perhaps related to this is the dolls of today. Just as the child 
gr^w up fast r, so do their dolls. Barbe has boobs!! and nice legs!! 
1 his somewhat more polished look, coupled with a larger size would lead 
very nicety to boys playing with dolls into their later years.

Just pull the rin$ on the back of the neck and she gives out with 
deep throaty sighs and such classics as 11 oh do be gentle" ’’More!!" " 
of there is no one else, dear,why?”

Again the special devices could be built in quickly enough, and 
colors changed.

How would y&u handle a case in court where a man came home and 
found his Ken doll a top his Barbe doll and killed him on the spot? Does 
it constitute incest to rape your daughters* doll?

Animal life will probably fade to a small number in the years to 
Come, and what is left will be quite protected on reserves, khat will 
become of the animal lovers? Our friends will have to turn to the machines 
that replaced the animalso This is not to he confused with the above 
perversion. This is the guy that goes out and lays a car or a truck be^ 
cause he is hard up0 course, it will be never be much of a pervert 
de light-^what with ge rs cut ing o<f pMi and hoi exhaust pipes fusing 
Labia Majora together. Also, on an animal you can tell what end to do 
it in, because of a resembalane® to people. This is not true with 
machines^-^what is the right way to fuck an IBM 360, and what ways are 
perverse?

These and other problems will be dealt with at a tat r data.

1) Changed in 1765, in a court decision. / don^t know the case name, 
but a friend of mine found out about it when bemused it in his defense 
case ( " I thoght she ,>as at least 14!! how was ! to know?11).

2) Velvet is nicer and softer, if you don’t want to beat anyone. I like 
veIvet„

3) June 67 and other issues

4) registered trademark.



This being the season of pood will end kindness toward mankind 
I often wonder why fans do not congregate to share the Christmas spirit. 
Surely there must be a con around sometvhere near New Year’s and this 
slot should be advertised. Another thin? that worries me.... Ned tells 
me that ASW has done a terrible thing by having politics in a fandom 

group. Fhet is wrong with cutthroat politics? Whoever survividd the 
fight usually has a good heed on what $s left of thetr shoulders, is 
willin? to participate more(fighting tends to loosen one’s muscles)? and 
generally prepared to meet all obligations end challenge any new obligations 
ASNO, which is going on it’s second year, has so far ten survivors. The 
N3F should have about thirty or so.,..

Anyway ASBO is having elections now and I am running again for the 
office of president. Tly opponent has gone to the expense of celling 
most of t e members on the phone (including the one in Germany, I guess) 
pc this election should be interesting. I shall give a blow by blow 
discription in a future zine should I ever get the thing out.

V.-e did see CANDY and consider it a magnificent film. There are wild 
and unsupported rumors out that the movie may be nominated for a Hugo 
award because it is borderline fantasy. Damn funny movie anyway.

V’elll, things are slowing down to a dull spinning buzz. There 
is a conversation goipg considering pornography and the lew, pornography 
and the mail, and pornography and pornography.

The void is engulfing me. This will be about it for thish/ 
Hoping you had han y holidays -nd didn’t suffer too much for it.

Glen T. Brock December 21, 1968




